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Is this a golden age 
for dystopias?

Things are getting worse. The young openly 
disrespect their elders, sinister and self-serving 
politicians have seized power, the apocalypse is 

imminent. Such are some typical fears sparked by tales 
of worlds in which things have gone scarily wrong — 
tales otherwise known as dystopian fiction.

Just around the corner
The dystopian genre is big business. No longer 
dominated by tales of vampires, werewolves and stolen 
kisses, the young-adult fiction market is awash with 
stories of dystopian worlds.

The appeal of series like Noughts and Crosses or 
Hunger Games is that they create a sort of literary 
anxiety. The reader recognises elements from the real 

world and experiences both shock at recognising what’s 
wrong with the present and fear at imagining how easy 
it would be for things to slide into the sort of nightmare 
world that is represented by the fiction.

The same feelings are engendered by dystopian 
novels aimed at adults. You read The Handmaid’s Tale 
and think about actual cultures in which women’s 
dress and behaviour is controlled tightly. Or you 
recognise the environmental calamity that took place 
in this fictional world to be something that our world 
— in which increasingly deadly natural disasters strike 
and the most powerful country refuses to sign a treaty 
to reduce greenhouse gases — could suffer very soon. 
Similarly, as we close libraries, move away from print 
books and become increasingly dependent on screens, 

Luke McBratney examines the appeal of dystopian fiction
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Further reading

Novelist Amanda Craig on ‘The Hunger Games 
and the Teenage Craze for Exploring for 
Dystopian Fiction’, Daily Telegraph,
www.tinyurl.com/7fc5qf2

Activity
Read Jill Lepore’s New Yorker article: ‘A golden
age for dystopian fiction’, www.tinyurl.com/

y9qms2cc. Summarise her argument criticising 
dystopian fiction. Is that argument convincing?  
Discuss examples drawn from the dystopian texts 
you have read in your response.

we might think the world depicted by Fahrenheit 451 is 
only just around the corner.

Alternative facts
Even political discourse sounds like something from 
the pages of dystopian fiction. You might remember 
the arguments about the size of the crowd attending 
the inauguration of President Trump. It was estimated 
by the president at ‘a million-and-a-half people’ and 
said to be the ‘largest audience ever to witness an 
inauguration, period, both in person and around the 
globe’ by Trump’s press secretary, Sean Spicer. But when 
these claims were disproven, the original erroneous 
figures and statements were not deemed to be lies, 
misinformation or exaggeration. According to Trump’s 
senior aide, Kellyanne Conway, they were ‘alternative 
facts’.

In such a climate, it’s perhaps no wonder that in the 
first month of Trump’s office, the bestselling book on 
Amazon was Orwell’s dystopian masterpiece, Nineteen 
Eighty-Four. An obscure work from 1935 by Sinclair 
Lewis called It Can’t Happen Here has also enjoyed a 
massive spike in sales. It tells the story of Buzz Windrip, 
a vain and charismatic demagogue, who runs for 
president, targeting disaffected white male voters and 
promising to restore American greatness. Despite the 
complacency of liberals and intellectuals who believe 
that it couldn’t happen in their country, Windrip wins. 

Entertaining but false?
Should we, as readers of dystopian fiction, be worried? 
Perhaps not. Maybe such books do little more than play 
on the pessimism of readers. Like conspiracy theories, 
they select from a mass of disparate elements and 
shape them into coherence, giving them a compelling 
narrative and distorting the truth in the process: the 
future is not a march of progress, but a sleepwalk 
towards disaster or dictatorship; technology usually 
serves the sinister regime.

All of this is scarily entertaining, but none of it is 
completely real. The whole world hasn’t slipped into a 
misogynistic theocracy as in The Handmaid’s Tale. Our 

real world might have more screens and fewer books, 
but we’re able to access information and keep in touch 
with friends in ways that would have been unthinkable 
a generation ago. In the real world, Big Brother is not so 
much watching us, as we are watching Big Brother — or 
whatever our reality show of choice might be.

As Harvard professor Jill Lepore says of the dystopian 
genre:

Dystopia used to be a fiction of resistance; it’s 
become a fiction of submission… . It nurses 
grievances and indulges resentments; it doesn’t 
call for courage; it finds that cowardice suffices.

So, enjoy your study of dystopian texts, but don’t 
confuse them with reality. After all, those chilling events 
involving nuclear missiles or political movements 
couldn’t happen here. Could they?
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